Scalable, Flexible Digital Forensics
for Litigation Support
How Professional Services Firms Use Magnet AXIOM to Identify and Tag Copious Evidence

THE CHALLENGE
Among these firms’ key challenges are the ability to obtain data
from encrypted machines/devices, as well as cloud services using
administrative credentials. Access to these and other data sources
may make all the difference in being able to demonstrate malicious
intent vs. inadvertent access through the effective use of timelines
and other tools.
Because they frequently operate globally, these firms also have to
be able to perform remote acquisitions, scaling for surge teams and
customizing solutions for unique deployments. Forensic examiners
need to be able to preview the hard drive or other storage media to
be analyzed, identifying key pieces of evidence within artifacts such
as email, documents from Google Suite and Microsoft® Office® 365,
and messaging such as Skype for Business and Slack.

AXIOM is the best forensic tool on the
market. It is easy to use, thorough in its
processing and exceptional in its reporting.
I used it in a matter involving a significant
amount of data in an arbitration where
identifying and tagging many types of emails
was necessary. AXIOM works flawlessly.”
— William Odom, Computer Forensic Examiner

COMPANY OVERVIEW

Professional digital forensics and litigation
support services firms often need to be
versed in complex forensic issues to
be able to effectively assist their global
clients. They may help clients to assess
governance, risk and compliance (GRC);
investigate fraud, money laundering,
bribery and corruption; and even help to
uncover terrorism financing, tax evasion,
and anti-trust activities. These firms have
to be able to process data in compliance
with each jurisdiction’s local data protection
and other legal requirements, and to
consult clients in same.

HOW AXIOM HELPS
AXIOM has enabled these services teams to find important evidence faster, easily recovering unknown
artifacts or those typically difficult to find from otherwise unsupported mobile apps, and finding more
evidence from deleted or unallocated space. In addition, AXIOM’s flexible exporting and reporting options
help present case findings to key client stakeholders in a way that’s easy for them to understand, including
the visual representation of evidence using AXIOM Connections.
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SEE AXIOM IN ACTION FOR YOURSELF
If you’d like to learn more about Magnet AXIOM and how it can help you run smoother investigations, visit
magnetforensics.com/magnet-axiom. While you’re there, you can learn more about the product, request
an in-depth personal demo from an AXIOM expert, and request a free 30-day trial version.
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